Adobe 9A0-410 Exam
Volume: 79 Questions

Question: 1
What feature is NOT supported by a ‘Document of Record’?
A. Data binding
B. Rich text
C. Printing
D. XDP creation
Answer: B

Question: 2
Which three main properties are required to create a remote function?
A. connectors.xmlinvoker, connectors.xmlinvoker.alias, exm.service
B. connectors.jsoninvoker, connectors.jsoninvoker.alias, exm.service
C. connectors.jsoninvoker, connectors.jsoninvoker.alias, exm.impl
D. connectors.xmlinvoker, connectors.xmlinvoker.alias, exm.impl
Answer: B

Question: 3
Why should an adaptive form author implement server-side revalidation?
A. To run more complex validation logic
B. To maintain the integrity of validation scripts
C. To have the server verify the data in case the end user bypassed validation logic logically
D. To have the server verify the integrity of the data in case corruption occurred during transit
Answer: C
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Question: 4
What is an effect of removing nav_footer.jsp from the render profile?
A. To disable a user-triggered script
B. To remove the form footer
C. To disable widgets on the form
D. To remove lazy loading on the form
Answer: D

Question: 5
An afAcceptLang request parameter is added to an Adaptive Form URL. What is the result?
A. Support for Japanese languages is enabled
B. Form locales are accepted
C. The form locale is set
D. The encoding type for languages is set
Answer: B

Question: 6
Which annotation does a Remote Function require?
A. @ServiceMethod
B. @Service
C. @Properties
D. @Component
Answer: A

Question: 7
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A solution requires a process to wait for an email before moving on to the next step. How should
this use case be handled?
A. By using an OR gate
B. By using custom code
C. By using an event
D. By using an AND gate
Answer: C

Question: 8
When would you add a new action field to an Adaptive Form?
A. To display the users currently available actions in the process
B. To create a drop-down list that automatically loads data based on script
C. To create a hidden field that stores values for later use by the submission script
D. To add a field that only appears during a form review that stores notes
Answer: A

Question: 9
What is the purpose of /libs/fd/fm/content/manage.json?
A. To return a list of formsets that match a specific criterion
B. To return a list of servlets that match a specific criterion
C. To return a list of forms that match a given criterion
D. To return a list of custom components that match a specific criterion
Answer: C

Question: 10
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Which activity should be used to modify a single node in an XML object?
A. SharePoint Connector
B. Set Value
C. Script Object
D. File Utils
Answer: B

Question: 11
What is the difference between the &lc_version and &version request parameters in a SOAP
endpoint?
A. version is the Workbench and lc_version is the process engine
B. lc_version is the process engine and version is the application
C. version is the process engine and lc_version is the Workbench
D. version is the process engine and lc_version is the application
Answer: D

Question: 12
In which scenario should global XML elements be used in a form set?
A. Common fragments exist within the form set
B. Common fields exist across multiple forms in the form set
C. Common form subforms exist within the form set
D. Common form widgets exist within the form set
Answer: B

Question: 13
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A department within an organization has a business requirement
To create a dynamic table in which the user can add rows. Instance Manager will be used to meet
this requirement.
Which line of code will add another row?
A. row_name.instanceManager.addInstance()
B. instanceManager.addInstance()
C. addInstance()
D. row_name.instanceManager.addRow()
Answer: C

Question: 14
Which script should be used to retrieve every instance of the textfield within a repeating
subform?
A. var fields = xfa.host.resolveNodes(“subform[*].textfield”);
B. var fields = xfa.resolveNode(“subform[*].textfield”);
C. var fields = xfa.resolveNodes(“subform.textfield[*]”);
D. var fields = xfa.resolveNodes(“subform[*].textfield”);
Answer: C

Question: 15
What is a best practice to maintain exception messages in a process orchestration in
Workbench?
A. Maintain exception messages in a configuration file
B. Use the script activity to maintain exception messages
C. Handle exceptions externally to the process
D. Hard code exception messages in a process
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